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Upstream Petroleum Resources Development
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the establishment and role of the Petroleum
Development and Environmental Committee,
as provided for in sections 29 to 35.
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In part four of our series of articles on
the draft Upstream Petroleum Resources
Development Bill, 2019 (the Petroleum
Bill) we focus on the establishment and
role of the Petroleum Development and
Environmental Committee, as provided
for in sections 29 to 35.
As discussed in the previous article in
this series, section 28 of the Petroleum
Bill introduces a requirement for public
consultation in respect of exploration right
applications lodged in terms of section 46
and production right applications lodged
in terms of section 51. The Petroleum
Development and Environmental
Committee (the Committee) is established
in section 29 and it is proposed that the
Committee has two functions under the
Petroleum Bill, namely to:
∞

consider any objections lodged against
the granting of an exploration or
production right application which are
referred to it by the Petroleum Agency
and advise the Minister of Mineral
Resources and Energy (the Minister)
thereon; and

∞

make recommendations to the
Minister in terms of section 80(5).
The current draft of the Petroleum
Bill does not contain a section 80(5)
and as such, the authorising provision
in relation to this particular function
of the Committee i.e. section 30(b)
of the Petroleum Bill would benefit
from correction.

Section 31 sets out the composition of
the Committee and requires members
appointed to the Committee to have
expertise in petroleum environmental
management and petroleum resource
exploration and production. Members
of the Committee will be appointed by
the Minister and will include the Chief
Executive Officer of the Petroleum
Agency as the chairperson, the Principal
Inspector responsible for upstream
petroleum operations and representatives
from the departments of Environmental
Affairs, Forestry and Fisheries, Human
Settlements, Water and Sanitation,
Cooperative Governance and Traditional
Affairs, Agriculture, Rural Development
and Land Affairs and Transport in the
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province to which the application relates.
This Committee will consist of up to
14 members. However, the Minister is also
empowered to appoint a representative
from any relevant public entity when
deemed necessary. Membership on the
Committee is for a period not exceeding
three years and the Minister may reappoint
any member of the Committee at the
expiry of his term for another period not
exceeding three years.
Based on the composition of the
Committee enunciated in the Petroleum
Bill, we anticipate that the nature of
objections considered by the Committee
would be those which require input from
an array of stakeholders and various
government departments. Section 28
of the Petroleum Bill is the provision
which provides for the consultation
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with interested and affected parties
currently provided for under section 10
of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources
Development Act 28 of 2002 (MPRDA).
Given the information which is required
to be disclosed under an MPRDA section
10 notice, and consequently, which
information would then be available
to an interested or affected party for
the purposes of the Petroleum Bill, we
anticipate that the Committee will receive
and consider objections in relation to
conflicting rights and or interests.
Section 32 of the Petroleum Bill sets
out the instances in which a person is
disqualified from becoming a member
of the Committee. The Minister may not
appoint a person as a member (a) unless
he is a South African citizen who resides
in the Republic permanently or (b) if he is
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an unrehabilitated insolvent and has been
declared to be of unsound mind by a court
of the Republic or has been convicted
of an offence committed after the date
of commencement of the Constitution
and sentenced to imprisonment without
the option of a fine, unless the person
has received a grant of amnesty or a free
pardon before the date of his appointment.

any confidential information obtained
as a result of performing functions as a
member of the Committee or divulging
any confidential information to any party,
except when this is required by in terms
of the Upstream Petroleum Resources
Development Act (when promulgated) or
the Promotion of Access to Information
Act 2 of 2000.

The requirement for a member of the
Committee to vacate their office is
provided for in section 33 of the Petroleum
Bill. In this regard, the provisions provide
that a member of the Committee must
vacate his office if he (i) is disqualified or
ceases to be an official in the service of
the State, (ii) has been absent for more
than two consecutive meetings without
leave of the Committee (iii) tenders
his resignation or (iv) is removed from
office by the Minister due to misconduct
or incompetence. Section 33(2) of the
Petroleum Bill sets out the instances in
which a Minister may remove a member
from the Committee.

Finally, the Petroleum Bill contains
reporting obligations for the Committee.
In this regard, the Committee is required
to submit a report to the Minister annually,
setting out its activities in the previous
year as well as a business plan for the
following year.

These are namely (i) misconduct or failure
to perform his functions of office properly
or engaging in any activity which that may
undermine the integrity of the committee.
These activities include, inter alia,
participating in an investigation, hearing or
decision which concerns a matter that the
member has a financial or personal interest
in, making private use of or profiting from
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The establishment of the Petroleum
Development and Environmental
Committee is a noteworthy development
in relation to upstream petroleum
exploration and may result in a unified
inter-governmental approach to the
consideration and granting of applications
for exploration and production rights
which would lend more certainty to
the sector.
In our next article in this series we
will be discussing the participation of
black persons and State participation in
exploration and production rights.
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